TRUMPET, VOLUNTARY
vast audience surrendered to symphony can assure us that we still
have one weapon with which to conquer it. You cannot fight
noise with quiet; you cannot disarm your opponent by a gesture
of disarmament. Sound and symphony are positive; gradually
they may conquer that aural paranoia which can inflict so much
cruelty and so much hurt.
Tail-piece: a cable received by the B.B.C. from an officer on
the North West Frontier—"Burning days stop mysterious nights
stop give us more military marches."
CHAPTER X
PALM GROVE GALLERIES
I
 TRUST it will not seem at all absurd to the serious-minded
if I now try to select eight pictures to be thrown up with me
on the desert island—(nothing could be more likely than that they
should be ready in waterproof packing on the raft). For after all,
why note We are for ever at it, choosing the eight desert island
books: Shakespeare, the Bible, Gibbon and so forth. And lately,
the B.B.C. has boldly opened up the desert island discs controversy.
So I do really think that a few good pictures hanging on the walls—
no, hanging from the trees would help to lift the monotony of
that eternal view of palm, blue sea and yellow sand, with an
occasional turtle thoughtfully laying an egg on the centre
foreground. Naturally one would choose pictures carefully adapted
to meet the needs of the soul on a desert island. Tropical seascapes
would be a litde superfluous, for which reason I would relinquish
the idea of having at least three of the best Gauguins to teach what's
what to the scenery and colours. Yet on second thoughts, Gauguin's
was no island which could ever exist except seen through his eyes
and translated by his own peculiar magic; a sort of rotting magic
of strange Gauguin yellows and Gauguin purples that burn and
smoulder through the dusk. His is the island which lies behind all
islands and their insufficiency, glowing through the dear, darkly-
luminous air. You can dwell on any rich island of tropical spices
and* enchanted colour and still be divided by a mocking hairV
breadth fiora the island Gauguin painted: the island you only see
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